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The Men Who Knew Too Much, 1934 and 1956 

 

 

 

 

 
The miscalculations Hitchcock made when redoing this film are striking, given what a crafty 

person he seems elsewhere to have been. Perhaps his craft lay in not doing re-makes, and the 

lesson he learned here confirmed it, for he’d not tried a remake before and never tried one 

again. 

 The 1934 version creates a tension between the family (Edna Best, Leslie Banks and 

Nova Pilbeam) on the one hand, and the sneering, childless bad guy (Peter Lorre) on the 

other. The threat to the child is less in plot and more in character. The 1956 has a bad couple 

(Bernard Miles and Brenda de Banzie) but she seems afflicted at intervals with quasi-maternal 

pangs of tenderness and remorse, and Miles is one-dimensional in contrast with Lorre: so the 

main strength of the 1934 version is gone. The plot’s been gutted. Lorre – fat, short, 

oleaginous, pop-eyed, hair streaked with grey, and able to suggest a familiarity with, and 

resignation in the face of, his own depravity and violence by a single roll of the eye – is the 
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most memorable presence in either movie. When it’s revealed that he has a fondness for his 

angular female helper – revealed by his upset look when she dies – I feel Hitchcock lets us 

down. This person is a sexual weirdo: a bit like Hitchcock. 

 Unfriendly as it may seem to say so, the fate of the English daughter in 1934 worries us 

much more than that of the American son in 1956. The cunning lies partly in the casting, for 

Nova Pilbeam (the original Marigold in Toad of Toad Hall) has charm and a scrawny beauty, 

where the American boy (Christopher Olsen), with his Brylcreemed 1950s schoolkid haircut 

and wisecracks, is commonplace. We care for the girl, despite the fact that her rush on to the 

ski-slope at the start – after her dog – ruins Pierre Fresnay’s chances of winning; and despite 

the fact that only one scene later she ruins her mother’s chances of beating one of the 

subsidiary bad guys at a clay-pigeon shoot. The fact that all present forgive her at once for 

such unawarenesses puts her in our good books without our understanding why. All the 

American boy does is dislodge an Arab woman’s veil when a bus lurches, and then panic 

when her husband is angry. He’s not naughty, and boys ought to be. 

 Marrakesh market, setting for the first sequence in 1956, brings in all sorts of Islamic 

questions, which are at once rendered irrelevant when we hit the U.K. a few scenes later. The 

St Moritz ski-slopes, Hitchcock’s 1934 choice, was a much more apt cliché-hotbed for 

international intrigue at that time. 

 We care more for the English couple because we sense that the mother really is hot for 

Pierre Fresnay – something we could never suspect about Doris Day, for there’s no sexual 

tension at all between her and Daniel Gelin, the equivalent Frenchman in 1956; and in any 

case, Day was, is, and always will be, Mrs Clean. When Banks, with Pilbeam watching, 

winds some wool around the button on the back of Fresnay’s evening suit and lets it unravel 

all the way across the dance-floor, tripping everyone up, we can see that Best’s jokes may be 

closer to the truth than either English partner care to admit. Leslie Banks’ looks – he 

resembles, here as elsewhere, a fox with plastic surgery, something no-one could ever say 

about Jimmy Stewart – create a distance between him and Edna Best: and Best’s obsessive 

witticisms make the marriage appear fragile. The 1956 script does a careful job of balancing 

the relationship between husband and wife (she’s more suspicious more quickly, he’s more 

laid-back at first, more in control later); but they’re not subjected to the sort of comically 

insecure treatment as Banks and Best. They’re a solemn pair; and thus we care less about 

them. 

 1934 proclaims the superiority of the British Bulldog sort over the rest of the world. 

Banks may look peculiar, but his accent proclaims a public-school background, so naturally 

he can wrestle successfully with seedy dentists, and almost beat five or even six foreigners in 

a pitched battle, each side throwing folding stools at the other. Lest we should protest at such 

chauvinism, he has a side-kick (either his brother or brother-in-law) who really does wear a 

monocle and play with electric trains. Banks, in a room full of German waiters, Italian 

policemen, and French consular officials, shows his quality by failing to understand a word of 

any of their languages, and by ignoring all their clear instructions to stay put and shut up. At 

one point in 1956, the all-American Stewart (he runs a medical centre called Samaritans, and 

served in field hospitals during the war) has a fight with half-a-dozen north London 

taxidermists. He almost loses, and finally runs away from them. It’s a less uncompromising 

imperialist statement – and therefore we like it less. It’s half-hearted. We like our clichés 

hard-boiled. 

 The victim of the 1956 assassination attempt in the Albert Hall is, the script makes clear, 

shot by a faction from his own country, organised by his own London embassy. This may 

seem an improvement on 1934. In 1934 the question, “Is the proposed victim a fascist, and 

are the baddies communists? Or is he a commie and are they right-wingers?” is never 

answered, and could never have been, or the film would never have got past the U.K. 

censorship. But I think on reflection that the way we’re left to wonder about the politics of it 

all is an advantage. If we knew who they all were and what their motives were, we might care 

less. 

 1934 has, above all, the climactic shoot-out in the baddies’ “Sidney Street” hideaway, 

which 1956 does without. Several policemen are shot dead! A dreadful thing to occur in 1934. 
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Hitchcock even manages to get some sex into it. At one window commandeered by police 

marksmen, a woman has been watching the action in a nightie. She’s hardly seen (she’s in 

two shots); but one of the policemen obviously likes the look of her, and makes an ambiguous 

statement about the warmth of the sheets on her bed. His colleague says, as they lug her 

mattress to the window, that he’ll tell his missus what he said; but it’s too late – seconds 

afterwards the randy cop is shot dead. 

 In 1956, Doris Day, the famous singer, plays a famous singer. What she does at the film’s 

climax is sit down at a piano and sing. At the climax in 1934, Edna Best finally gets her 

revenge on the clay-pigeon-shooting baddie by snatching a rifle from a nervous police 

marksman and gunning her erstwhile rival down off a roof, where he’s threatening her 

offspring. It’s a dangerous thing to try and do. In 1956, James Stewart has no difficulty in just 

tripping poor old Bernard Miles over down a staircase. Odd that the thirties dénouement 

should be more feminist than the fifties one – or is it odd? The 1956 conclusion is exhausted, 

witless and dull. By then you’ve lost interest in the 1956 version. I fast-forwarded the last five 

minutes. 


